The new concierge service for people with busy lives

Selling Your Home?
Our pre-sale survey will view your home from a buyers’ perspective, pointing
out the small changes you should make to help your house sell quickly and at
the best price.
We will look at your home through buyers’ eyes and give you a written report
which will list recommended changes in the order of highest visible impact.

Garden & Grounds
Garages & Sheds
Decorative Appeal
Remedial Repairs
General Ambiance
Utilities Certification
We can arrange for any requirements through our database of professional
trades; we can even manage the transformation from beginning to end to
save you time and hassle.
Please see what our clients say about us on the back of this flyer

********** If it can be done we can do it for you ***********
No long term contracts, no joining fees and no hassle

Survey & written report, only £50
Call Neil or Sally today on 07929 430 798 or click
www.theproblemfixers.co.uk

Customer Testimonials
Andy & Helen – Rugby
Andy & Helen had a problem with a leaking gutter which had rotted their fence, they
were working with a limited budget and needed to get the guttering fixed and some
fencing replaced

We would like to say a big thank you to The Fixers for arranging the repairs to
our fence; we had tried a number of builders and fencing companies but they
all wanted to replace the whole thing which was just too expensive but the
Fixers found someone who repaired the fence for a reasonable charge.
*********************************************
Terrie – Rugby
Terrie is a busy working parent who needed people she could trust to decorate her
home; our trades people completed the works on time and within her budget.

The Fixers arranged and oversaw decorative work to my home which made
things very easy for me as I didn’t need to miss any time at work while it
happened. The work was very well done and quickly too with no problems
and at a reasonable rate. Thank you 
*********************************************
Ted & Gwen Smith – Rugby
Ted & Gwen were trying to sell their home but potential buyers were put off by some
damp patches on the kitchen and dining room ceilings left by a previous leak problem

We had a problem with a leaking tank in the loft which left some unsightly
damp patches on the ceilings of our kitchen and dining room; The Problem
Fixers arranged for the problem areas to be sealed and re-painted without
the need for either room to be re-decorated. Fixing these damp patches has
helped us to have the house ready to sell without costing an arm and a leg.
When we move we will use their services again in our new home. Thank you.
*********************************************
Rod Matheson – Hartshill

Following the death of my Father I enlisted the help of the problem fixers to
clear, clean and tidy my Father’s house to make it ready to sell. They
performed some minor repairs and rearranged the furniture to make it more
appealing. The house sold very quickly which I attribute to their efforts; I
heartily recommend their services.
*********************************************
With almost 30 years of problem solving experience we’re the ones to trust
with any project no matter how simple, complex, large or small; whatever it
is we can make it happen for you.

